Neuron Bundle 16: Trapcode Starglow

Give ordinary highlights a dazzling, sparkling effect!
Starglow is a fast-rendering multi-directional glow effect. It can be used to create multi-colored star
shaped glints like those created by a camera filter. Each customizable glow consists of up to eight
directions, and each direction can be assigned an individual color map and streak length offering
endless possibilities.

Highlights
Powerful presests
Twenty-nine spectacular and popular presets include Aura,
Romance, Mars, Chemistry, or Electric. Each of these presets
can be fully modified by the user, with individual controls
for eight directional points, color maps, shimmer, complex
gradients, and streak length.

Dazzlings reflections
Simulate dazzling stars or reflections of light on water by
using Starglow on clips of the sky or on real or simulated
water. Any bright highlights in the clip will be accentuated in
Starglow, to dazzling effect. As seen on the Discovery Channel, Toyota Scion commercials, and countless music videos.

High-quality rendering
Get professional results with 16-bit support on Quantel. Render times measured in frames per second means
there's no downside to quality.

Features
Coloring Options
Numerous coloring options include 3- and 5-color gradients with tweakable coloring presets.

Shimmer and Glimmer
Unique controls to make shimmering lights of all shapes and sizes.

Powerful Features
Built-in transfer modes, thresholds and circular masks combine to create stunning customized effects.

Fast rendering
A palette of scripts lets you apply Starglow in one click with common presets.

User Guide
Extensive documentation with examples and animations.

See It Now
Immediate feedback for any kind of clip.

Video Examples:
http://www.redgiantsoftware.com/
products/categories/motion-graphics/
trapcode-starglow/examples/

Tutorials:
http://www.redgiantsoftware.com/community/tutorials/
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